MLA Format: Citations: Electronic and Print Sources

*All samples shown below are single-spaced to conserve room*

**Electronic Sources**

**Article in an online scholarly journal that is also published in print:**


**Article in an online scholarly journal, published only online:**


**Article from a library database or personal subscription service:**


**Article in an online version of a print magazine or periodical:**


**Professional or personal Web site:**


**Weblog (“blog”) posting:**


**Posting to a news group or ListServ:**


**Online video or audio file**: NOTE: mention the form (audio or video) within your paper.


**E-mail communication:**

Online government publication (except the Congressional Record):


Online map:


Online Graphic: NOTE: Base the form of your citation on the most appropriate citation model. If the source exists only online, cite as part of a Web site.


Print Sources

Book:

Pamphlet:

Print Journal Article:

Government publication:

Newspaper:

Film, Videotape, or DVD:

A Work in an Anthology:

Print map or chart: